NEGROES RECEIVE JOLT AT HANDS OF G.O.P. BOARD

Contests From Nashville and Memphis Districts Thrown Out by Committee

SELLS WRITS AGAINST REECE

Speakers Declare Intention to Punish Party in State of Negro Leadership.

It had been anticipated that as a result of changes made in the electoral codes of the state, inasmuch as the Negroes would have a greater say in the matter of selecting the party leaders, the Negroes would receive a large share of the political leadership in the state. But this has not been the case, and the Republicans have been forced to make changes in their leadership in order to keep the Negro support.

LESS TROUBLE REPORTED FROM CARMEN'S STRIKE

One Clash and Few Demonstrations Mark Fourth Day of Difficulties.

DAYLIGHT SERVICE CLAIMED AS NORMAL

President Clark of Union Jumps Staircase After Meeting Held at Temple.

Despite the second strike of striking shipwrights in New York City, the president of the union, Mr. Clark, jumped the staircase at the union meeting held at Temple. This was the first time in the history of the union that a similar incident has occurred.

SOLONS GO HOME WHERE THEY WILL WAIT QUORUM

Gov. Roberts Tipped to Call Second Extra Session If Business Incomplete.

The author of the following editorial, which is printed in the Nashville Tennessean, is in favor of a second session of the legislature.

RED'S MUST CUT 2 POLISH LINES IN ORDER TO ESCAPE

Second Barrier Is Thrown Across Way of Retreating Russians.

PRETTY GIRL FOUND DEAD

Second Woman Found Murdered in Nashville Home.

RED'S PROMISES TO REVEAL EFFORT TO "BUY PRESIDENCY"

Evidence to Be Produced Tonight, Says Democratic Nominee in Talk.

A Feast for Our Readers

Beginning Sunday The Tennessean will carry each week a beautiful rectangule section of eight pages, six of which will be of the most interesting events and persons of the day.

In the first week Sunday there will be pictures of nine of the most beautiful women of Nashville as well as a whole page of pictures of the suffrage and anti-suffrage leaders in the fight for and against ratification of the amendment in the State Senate. The following week the suffrage fight in the House of Representatives will be shown.

The other four pages of pictures will cover the United States and Europe, showing the broadcast and most interesting topics and events of the day.

The entire suffragette section of eight pages is printed in beautiful type, and is in the equal weight and size of the pictures in the other sections of the large metropolitan Sunday papers. You will have to see it to appreciate its news and pictorial value.

Despite the fact that this feature has been added for our readers at a large expense, the price of the Sunday section of The Tennessean, in which it will appear, will be the same.

Give your order to a newspaper now, or order your copy so that you may get the biggest feature is many years of Nashville journalism.